You will
- Provide effective and accessible healthcare to every human
- Design and refine user flows, user stories, pathways, and information architecture for mental health digital therapeutics
- Wireframe, annotate, and create prototypes that represent user interactions

You have
- A passion for data-driven excellence
- Unshakable integrity as required to work in healthcare
- Commitment to a transparent idea meritocracy

Requirements
- Minimum 3 years experience designing UX/UI for mobile applications
- High Proficiency of Adobe Creative suite (Illustrator, Photoshop)
- Adherence to data-driven design decisions
- Knowledge of prototyping, wireframing principles to meet UX/UI requirements
- Fluency in English and Portuguese in order to work with our Brazilian and Portuguese partners and to occasionally do some translations

Nice-to-haves
- Experience with UX/UI design for Web Applications
- Experience with Sketch or InVision

You will be
- Working from Singapore

You are
- Singapore PR or Citizen

To apply
- Send letter of interest and CV by email to mi@mobiointeractive with the subject header “Senior Product Designer - SG”